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29 Abstract: The boreal-winter stratospheric polar vortex is more disturbed when the quasi-

30 biennial oscillation (QBO) in the lower stratosphere is in its easterly phase (eQBO), and more stable 

31 during the westerly phase (wQBO). This so-called “Holton-Tan effect” (HTE) is known to involve 

32 Rossby waves (RWs) but the details remain obscure.

33 This tropical-extratropical connection is re-examined in attempt to explain its intra-seasonal 

34 variation and its relation to Rossby wave breaking (RWB). Reanalyses in isentropic coordinates 

35 from the National Center for Environmental Prediction Climate Forecast System covering the entire 

36 stratosphere and for the 1979 – 2017 period are used to evaluate the relative importance of RWB in 

37 the context of extratropical waveguide, wave absorption, and the QBO-induced meridional 

38 circulation. During eQBO, the net wave forcing on the polar vortex is enhanced in early winter 

39 mainly due to ~25% increase in upward propagating zonal wavenumber 1. RWB is also enhanced in 

40 the lower stratosphere. The effect is characterized by convergent anomalies in the subtropics and at 

41 high-latitudes in response to more positive meridional gradients of potential vorticity (PV) in the 

42 subtropical to mid-latitudes. During wQBO winters, RWB in association with zonal wavenumbers 2 

43 and 3 is enhanced in the middle to upper stratosphere. During November to January, RWB acts to 

44 sharpen PV gradients near the polar vortex edge, resulting in a stable polar vortex. As the winter 

45 progresses, RWB gradually “erodes” the polar vortex. A poleward confinement of wave activity 

46 results in a more disturbed polar vortex in February – March, thus the observed weakening and/or a 

47 sign reversal of the HTE in late winter. 

48 Keywords: Quasi-biennial oscillation; stratospheric polar vortex; Rossby wave breaking; 

49 Holton-Tan effect.
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50 1. Introduction
51 The polar vortex is the westerly circumpolar jet in the winter stratosphere, which owes its 

52 existence to the equator-to-pole temperature gradient (Andrews et al., 1987).  The vortex varies in 

53 strength in response to upward propagation of planetary-scale Rossby waves (PRWs) emanating 

54 from the troposphere (Scherhag, 1952; Matsuno, 1970; 1971). Disturbances due to PRWs can result 

55 in extreme vortex events, i.e. stratospheric sudden warmings (SSWs), which are known to affect 

56 surface climate up to a few months (Baldwin and Dunkerton, 1999; Kidston et al., 2015). It is 

57 important to capture stratosphere variability and the associated downward influences because it has 

58 been shown that incorporating stratospheric processes into forecast models can lead to improved 

59 weather prediction, especially on sub-seasonal to seasonal time-scales (e.g. Marshall and Scaife, 

60 2009). The mechanism(s) are however not fully understood because the propagation of PRWs and 

61 their subsequent breaking and absorption by the background mean flow are influenced by other 

62 factors (McIntyre, 1982; Kidston et al., 2015).

63 The factors that are known to influence PRWs include the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (e.g. 

64 Domeisen et al., 2019), major volcanic eruptions (e.g. Kodera, 1994; Robock, 2000), Eurasian snow 

65 cover extent or Artic sea-ice (Cohen and Entekhabi, 1999; Nakamura et al., 2016; Labe et al., 

66 2019), solar ultraviolet irradiance (e.g. Gray et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2017) and the quasi-biennial 

67 oscillation (QBO) (Baldwin et al., 2001; Gray et al., 2018). The QBO is a tropical phenomenon 

68 characterized by alternating descending easterly and westerly winds with a period ranging from 24 

69 to 32 months (Baldwin et al., 2001; Schenzinger et al., 2017). Holton and Tan (1980) found that the 

70 boreal-winter stratospheric polar vortex was more disturbed when the QBO in the lower 

71 stratosphere was in its easterly phase but remains stable when the QBO was in its westerly phase. 

72 This so-called “Holton-Tan effect” (HTE) has been linked to the occurrence and/or timing of SSWs, 

73 with SSWs occurring more frequently during the easterly QBO winters than westerly QBO winters 

74 (Labitzke, 1982; Dunkerton and Baldwin, 1991; Gray et al., 2004). The strength of the HTE also 
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75 varies on multi-decadal time-scales and is further affected by the 11-year solar cycle (Gray et al., 

76 2004; Lu et al., 2008; 2014).

77 The classic mechanism hypothesized for the HTE involves changes in the winter stratospheric 

78 waveguide in response to a latitudinal shift of the zero-wind line near the equator by the QBO 

79 (Holton and Tan, 1980). When the QBO is in its easterly phase, the zero-wind line is shifted into the 

80 subtropical winter hemisphere. PRWs are thus confined more towards the extratropical winter 

81 stratosphere and the vortex weakens in response to this enhanced wave forcing. Conversely, when 

82 the QBO is in its westerly phase, the zero-wind line is in the summer hemisphere. A wider than 

83 normal waveguide in the winter hemisphere results in a less disturbed polar vortex. 

84 Studies aimed at verifying this classic mechanism have so far been inconclusive (see Anstey 

85 and Shepherd, 2014 for a review). For instance, when the QBO is in its easterly phase, the refractive 

86 index for stationary PRWs increases in the subtropics and at high latitudes but reduces in the mid-

87 latitudes where the polar-vortex westerlies maximize (Lu et al., 2014).  QBO modulation of wave 

88 mean-flow interaction differs from the lower and upper stratospheres (Yamashita et al., 2011; 

89 Garfinkel et al., 2012). These QBO-related changes cannot be fully explained by the classic 

90 mechanism. Furthermore, the DecemberFebruary averaged upward Eliassen-Palm (EP) fluxes Fz 

91 in the mid-latitude lower stratosphere was found to differ comparatively little between the two QBO 

92 phases (e.g. Baldwin and Dunkerton, 1991; Calvo et al., 2007). Instead, the QBO anomaly in Fz in 

93 the lower stratosphere appeared to reverse in sign between early and late winter (e.g. Hitchman and 

94 Huesmann, 2009 (HH09); Naoe and Shibata, 2010; White et al., 2016). Fz of zonal wavenumber 1 

95 was enhanced in early winter when the QBO was in its easterly phase, but an enhancement of zonal 

96 wavenumber 2 was detected in late winter in assocaition with the westerly QBO (Hu and Tung, 

97 2002; Ruzmaikin et al., 2005). 

98 It has been suggested that changes in the zero-wind line location may also alter extratropical 

99 wave forcing via poleward wave reflection (Tung, 1979; Holton and Tan, 1982). Watson and Gray 
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100 (2014) studied this effect using a climate model and found anomalous poleward wave propagation 

101 from the height region where the QBO zero-wind line is located in the winter hemisphere. 

102 However, such a response could only be observed during the first few days of the model integration. 

103 Zonal winds in the equatorial upper stratosphere in determining polar vortex variability have also 

104 been reported (Gray et al., 2003; Pascoe et al., 2006). When easterly wind anomalies were imposed 

105 in the equatorial upper stratosphere, the disruption to the polar vortex tends to occur earlier than 

106 average (Gray et al., 2003). Pascoe et al. (2006) later found that the main impact of the equatorial 

107 upper stratospheric wind anomaly was on the timing of SSWs; SSWs were delayed when the zonal 

108 winds in the equatorial upper stratosphere were strong westerlies while SSWs occurs earlier when 

109 easterly anomalies are found in the equatorial or subtropical upper stratosphere. The importance of 

110 QBO-induced changes in EP-flux convergence in the middle to upper stratospherehave also been 

111 reported by other studies (e.g. Calvo et al., 2007; Garfinkel et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2014). 

112 Studies have also suggested that the QBO-induced mean meridional circulation (QBO-MMC) 

113 plays an important role in the HTE (Ruzmaikin et al., 2005; Gray et al., 2004; Garfinkel et al., 

114 2012). Garfinkel et al. (2012) performed model simulations by imposing the QBO at the equator. 

115 They found that synoptic-scale Rossby waves (SRWs) are enhanced in the subtropical lower 

116 stratosphere during easterly-QBO winters. Breaking of SRWs in the vicinity of the subtropical 

117 westerly jet (SWJ) results in a poleward expansion of the region with positive meridional gradients 

118 of potential vorticity (PV) (Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2011). More PRWs are able to enter the 

119 extratropical stratosphere as a result. The increase of SRWs in the subtropical lower stratosphere 

120 during easterly QBO winters was attributed to the QBO-MMC (Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2011; 

121 Garfinkel et al., 2012). However, using a reanalysis data set, White et al. (2016) found that the 

122 increase in SRWs in the subtropical lower stratosphere was only statistically significant in late 

123 winter when the HTE is weak. Furthermore, Gray et al. (2003) and Naito and Yoden (2006) 

124 imposed easterly wind anomalies to encompass the entire tropics between the lower stratosphere 
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125 and the lower mesosphere, effectively remove the QBO-MMC. A “HTE-like” response was also 

126 detected.

127 Upward propagating PRWs through the stratosphere are normally refracted equatorward; there 

128 they encounter the zero-wind line that separates the westerly winds in the winter hemisphere from 

129 the tropical easterlies. Changes in wave absorption or reflection near the zero-wind line would alter 

130 the net wave forcing on the polar vortex (Tung, 1979; Killworth and McIntyre, 1985). In the context 

131 of the HTE, we would expect QBO-altered zero-wind line to affect meridional wave transport via 

132 Rossby wave breaking (RWB), which is a common phenomenon in the winter stratosphere. During 

133 a RWB event, filaments of air are stripped from the polar vortex edge and mixed into the 

134 surrounding region (McIntyre and Palmer, 1983; 1984; Leovy et al., 1985). Wave disturbances can 

135 also span from the tropical zero-wind line to the polar vortex, providing a direct means of coupling 

136 between low and high latitudes (O’Sullivan and Salby, 1990).

137 An individual RWB event is rarely responsible for an immediate break down of the polar vortex, 

138 either minor or major SSWs (McIntyre, 1982; Greer et al., 2013). Recurrent RWB events reshape 

139 the geometry of the stratospheric waveguide and lead to the formation of the surf zone. When the 

140 upward propagating waves are of relatively small amplitude, RWB acts to sharpen PV gradients 

141 along the vortex edge while irreversible mixing takes place on the equatorward flank of the polar 

142 vortex. In the early stage of the development, the region with sharpened PV gradients makes the 

143 vortex resistant to further wave disturbances, thus maintaining a stable vortex (Polvani and 

144 Saravanan, 2000; Scott and Dritschel, 2005). A sudden, rapid intrusion of low-PV-air into the polar 

145 region can take place if the surf zone expands continuously poleward as RWB builds up 

146 cumulatively (Polvani and Saravanan, 2000; Albers and Birner, 2014). RWB initialized at upper 

147 levels may also gradually extend downward into lower levels to destroy the polar vortex completely 

148 (Waugh and Dritschel, 1999; Polvani and Saravanan, 2000). As such, RWB is thought to 

149 ‘precondition’ the polar vortex, making it more susceptible to SSWs at a later stage (Limpasuvan et 
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150 al., 2004; Albers and Birner, 2014). These characteristics make RWB differing from the linear 

151 theory that accounts for direct wave absorption at the polar vortex edge (Matsuno, 1971).

152 A large number of studies have been carried out to characterize RWB and its climatology at 

153 different height regions (e.g. Hitchman and Huesmann, 2007; Abatzoglou and Magnusdottir, 2007; 

154 Greer et al., 2013). For instance, it is found that stratospheric RWB can be broadly classified into 

155 upper-level events where PRWs propagate along the polar vortex edge and break in the upper 

156 stratosphere and lower-level events where RWB is confined to the lower stratosphere (Abatzoglou 

157 and Magnusdottir, 2007). The upper-level RWB occurs more often in early winter while the lower-

158 level RWB dominates in middle winter. Only a limited number of studies have been devoted to 

159 examine the role of RWB in the HTE and its seasonal variation. HH09 calculated the statistics of 

160 RWB based on ERA-40 reanalysis data from ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-range 

161 Weather Forecasts) over the 1979–2002 period. They found that during December to February, 

162 meridional PV gradients in the subtropical lower stratosphere were enhanced during easterly QBO 

163 winters while the frequency RWB was reduced in the same region but enhanced above that level. 

164 These results were later confirmed by White et al. (2015; 2016) using the Interim dataset from 

165 ECMWF on isentropic coordinates. It was shown that the QBO-related waveguide and wave 

166 activity anomalies extended from the subtropics into high latitudes, implying an important role of 

167 RWB. However, the analyses of White et al. (2015; 2016) were confined to the height region 

168 between 350 K and 850 K (~100-10 hPa). RWB in the upper stratosphere and its role in the HTE 

169 were left unexamined. 

170 The aim of this paper is to provide a more complete picture of the HTE with an improved 

171 description of RWB that encompasses the entire stratosphere. A set of diagnostics are performed to 

172 examine QBO-related changes in RWB with a special attention paid to its cumulative effect on the 

173 polar vortex. The relative importance of RWB is evaluated in the context of extratropical 

174 waveguide, wave forcing on the polar vortex, and the QBO-MMC. Contributions from PRWs and 
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175 SRWs are separately assessed, which allows us to better compare the effect of RWB to wave 

176 absorption near the polar vortex edge. A new mechanism is then proposed to explain the observed 

177 intra-seasonal variation of the HTE, especially its late winter weakening and/or sign reversal.

178 2.  Data and Methods

179 2.1. Diagnostics
180 Ertel’s PV in isentropic coordinates provides useful information on the structure and evolution 

181 of winter stratospheric dynamics (Hoskins et al., 1985). It is given by 

182  (1)/P  

183 where   is the isentropic density, is the vertical component of absolute 
( cos )

cos cos
u vf
a a

 


 
  

184 isentropic vorticity, the Coriolis parameter.  a the Earth’s radius,  the zonal and meridional f ,u v

185 velocities,  latitude, and  the longitude. PRWs preferentially propagate towards the region where 

186 the zonally averaged meridional PV gradient  is large.  is thus used here as a diagnostic for the P P

187 stratospheric waveguide.

188 RWB is diagnosed by overturning contours of PV on isentropic surfaces, which is related to 

189 momentum deposition of PRWs via RWB (McIntyre and Palmer, 1983; 1984; HH09). Following 

190 HH09, RWB frequency is estimated by counting the number of days in which the meridional 

191 gradient of Ertel’s PV ( ) becomes negative at each grid point during a pre-selected month or P

192 season. The zonal-mean is then taken of this grid-point metric. This zonal-mean metric is denoted 

193 as  hereinafter and has the units of days per month or season.  allows us to examine the extent  

194 to which the QBO modulates RWB in terms of relative frequency, location and timing in a 

195 statistically averaged sense.  does not provide a detailed accounting of the individual events 

196 including the size, strength, or duration. This is justified for our purpose as our aim is to compare 

197 the relative importance of RWB events between the two QBO phases. 
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198 Analyses of  and are supplemented by additional diagnostics including the Eliassen-Palm P 

199 (EP) fluxes and divergence, and down-gradient eddy PV fluxes. Following Andrews et al. (1987), 

200 the meridional and vertical components of the EP flux in isentropic coordinates are estimated by

201 (2) 
( )

( ) 1

cos ( ) ' '

' ' cos ( )' '

F a v u

F g p a Q u






 

 

 

  

%

%

202 where  is potential temperature, g the gravitational acceleration constant, p pressure, the  

203 Montgomery stream-function, and Q the diabatic heating rate. Overbars denotes zonal averaging on 

204 an isentropic surface, subscripts denote derivatives with respect to the given variable, and primes 

205 denote departures from the zonal-mean.

206 The EP flux divergence  is  
( )

1 2 ( ) 1( cos ) ( cos ) cos ( cos )F Fa a F a


   
 

   
   

 

%
% % %

207 commonly used to diagnose wave forcing on the mean flow. It is generally in balance with the 

208 residual-mean circulation as other terms in momentum budget equations tend to be one order of 

209 magnitude small in seasonal averages (Andrew et al., 1987). Studies have found that RWB-related 

210 disturbances in the upper stratosphere invole local acceleration/deccelaration and the circulation 

211 there is effectively non-geostrophic (e.g. Greer et al., 2013). An alternative form of wave forcing in 

212 isentropic coordinates that better accounts for ageostrophic motion can be expressed as the density-

213 weighted eddy PV flux on isentropic surfaces (Tung 1986; Andrew et al., 1987):

214   (3)
*ˆv̂ P 

215 where the overbar with an asterisk denotes the quantity is a density weighted zonal mean, i.e. 

216  and a caret denotes the departure from the density-weighted zonal average, i.e.* /v v 

217 .  Similar to the EP flux divergence, represents the wave forcing per unit of mass on *v̂ v v  

218 the mean flow and has the units of m s-1 day-1. Negative values of indicate wave convergence. 

219 Thus, disturbances of PRWs act to slow down the background westerlies and the northward residual 
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220 mean circulation is expected to be strong due to enhanced wave forcing on the mean flow. In this 

221 study, ,   and  are used together to assess PRW propgation and wave driving. These ( )F % ( )F % 

222 quantities are further separated into contributions from planetary waves of zonal wavenumber 1, 2-3 

223 and synoptic-scale Rossby waves (SRWs) where zonal wavenumbers 5-10 are included. 

224 Meridional transfer of wave activity between the polar vortex edge and the subtropics during 

225 RWB events induces changes in enstrophy, i.e.  (McIntyre and Palmer, 1983). Away from the 2' 2P

226 zero-wind line where the linear wave thoery may break down, the meridional exchange of 

227 enstrophy is largely determined by down-gradient eddy PV fluxes (Schoeberl and Smith, 1986; 

228 White et al., 2015):

229  (4)
*ˆˆP v P a 

230 which is effectively the product of  the wave forcing  and meridional PV gradient  .  Given that  P

231   is generally positive and  is largely negative in the winter stratosphere, must be P

*ˆv̂ P 

232 predominantly negative. Climatologically, we expect down-gradient transfer of PV fluxes to be 

233 most strong near the polar vortex edge because RWB acts to “strip off” high-PV airs from the polar 

234 vortex edge and “flux out” them sideways (McIntyre and Palmer, 1983; Schoeberl and Smith, 

235 1986). Thus, large negative values of  should peak along the flanks of the polar vortex.  is used  

236 here to examine QBO-related changes in meridional wave transfer. For instance, in a region where 

237  becomes more negative, it indicates wave growth due to enhanced influxes of enstrophy (see 

238 section 2c of White et al., 2015).

239 2.2. Global data sets and statistical analysis
240 The reanalysis data sets used are from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction 

241 (NCEP) and include the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) for the period of 1979-2010 

242 and its extension - the Climate Forecast System version 2 (CFSv2) - covering the period 2011-2017 
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243 (Saha et al., 2012). Jointly, they cover the 1979-2017 period (39 years in total). Both data sets were 

244 generated by NCEP’s Climate Forecast System (CFS), which assimilates standard ground-based, 

245 radiosonde, and satellite observations into an atmosphere-ocean general circulation model with fully 

246 coupled atmosphere, land, ocean and sea ice components. Observed carbon dioxide, aerosols, other 

247 trace gases and solar variations are also included. Currently, CFSR and CFSv2 are the only 

248 reanalysis products directly providing isentropic level data at altitudes above 850 K (~10 hPa or 32 

249 km). 

250 The 6-hourly isentropic level data output at 2.5o horizontal resolution on sixteen potential 

251 temperature levels from 270 K to 1500 K (equivalent to 900-2 hPa or 1-45 km) were obtained from 

252 http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets. Unlike previous studies that generated data on isentropic surfaces by 

253 interpolating 6-hrly pressure-level data provided by ECMWF (e.g. HH09; White et al., 2015; 2016), 

254 the isentropic level data used here were generated by NCEP as an integral part of the CFSR/CFSv2 

255 reanalyses. The data used here involve no additional interpolation. All the diagnostics described in 

256 Section 2.1 are first calculated using daily averages of the 6-hourly fields before taking monthly and 

257 seasonal averages. The derivatives are calculated using centred differences except for the top and 

258 bottom isentropic levels where one-sided differences are used.

259 Previous studies suggest that the QBO defined by the tropical zonal winds near 40-50 hPa 

260 appears to optimize the stratospheric vortex response during NH winter (e.g. Holton and Tan, 1980; 

261 Lu et al., 2008; HH09; Gray et al., 2018). The monthly-averaged tropical zonal winds at 40 hPa and 

262 50 hPa are obtained from radiosonde observations issued by the Freie Universität Berlin (Naujokat, 

263 1986; FUB, 2016). Here, the easterly phase is defined for each individual month when the winds at 

264 both 40 hPa and 50 hPa are negative while the westerly phase is defined for each individual month 

265 when the equatorial winds at both pressure heights are positive. Additionally, the two years 

266 following the two major volcanic eruptions are excluded (i.e., El Chichόn, March 1982 and Mount 

267 Pinatubo, June 1991). This results in eleven easterly QBO NH winters (i.e. 1979/80, 1981/82, 
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268 1984/85, 1989/90, 1996/97, 1998/99, 2003/04, 2005/06, 2007/08, 2012/13, 2014/15) and eighteen 

269 westerly QBO NH winters (i.e. 1980/81, 1985/86, 1987/88, 1988/89, 1990/91, 1993/94, 1995/96, 

270 1997/98, 1999/00, 2002/03, 2004/05, 2006/07, 2008/09, 2010/11, 2011/2012, 2013/14, 2015/16, 

271 2016/17). Note that there are more winters classified as wQBO than eQBO.  This is because 

272 descending wQBO tends to stall and linger longer in the lower stratosphere while eQBO descends 

273 more quickly there. The dates listed may vary slightly from early to late winter as the QBO changes 

274 phase. Hereinafter the easterly and westerly QBO phase groups are denoted by eQBO and wQBO, 

275 respectively. 

276 Note also that five wQBO winters coincide with ENSO events (i.e. 1997/98, 2002/03, 2004/05, 

277 2006/07 and 2015/16) while only one eQBO winter was affected by a major ENSO event (i.e. 

278 2014/15). We have carried out sensitivity tests by excluding those ENSO-affected winters and the 

279 results remain qualitatively the same (not shown).

280 The QBO signals are estimated based on the composite-mean differences between eQBO and 

281 wQBO subgroups (i.e. eQBO  wQBO). The statistical significance of eQBO – wQBO composite-

282 mean differences is assessed using a Monte Carlo trial based non-parametric test. The procedure 

283 involves replacement of eQBO and wQBO composite members by randomly sub-sampling the 

284 original time series with replacement before averaging. This procedure is repeated 10,000 times and 

285 a distribution of the composite-mean differences is constructed. The original composite-mean 

286 difference estimated from the actual eQBO and wQBO subgroups is then compared with this 

287 distribution. When the actual positive (negative) difference is located within the upper (lower) 5% 

288 of the distribution, the difference is regarded as statistically significant and referred to as the QBO 

289 signal. Very similar results are obtainable based on Student’s t-test (not shown). 
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290 3.  Results

291 3.1. Mean-state and RWB responses

292 The climatological zonal-mean zonal winds  under eQBO and wQBO during November to u

293 January (Nov-Jan) and February to March (Feb-Mar) are shown in Fig. 1a-d. As expected,  in the u

294 NH is characterised by two westerly jets, i.e. the stratospheric polar vortex and the subtropical jet in 

295 the troposphere. The winter westerlies and summer easterlies are separated by the zero-wind line 

296 near the equator, where distinct differences between eQBO and wQBO are visible. 

297 [[Insert Fig. 1 here]]

298 The QBO signal (i.e. eQBO – wQBO) in NH  during Nov-Jan is marked by easterly u

299 differences at high latitudes (up to 10 m s-1) and westerly differences in the subtropics (~5 m s-1) 

300 (Fig. 1e). Larger differences (~ ±35 m s-1) can be found at the equator though the 

301 maximum/minimum colour values in Fig. 1e, f have been capped to ±15 m s-1 in order to highlight 

302 the extratropical responses. In late winter the sign of the response reverses, with westerly 

303 differences in the upper stratosphere at mid-high latitudes (~13 m s-1) (Fig. 1f). Fig. 1 also indicate 

304 that the SWJ in the NH is weakened and/or shifted poleward under eQBO in late winter. These 

305 results are in good agreement with previous studies (Lu et al., 2014; White et al., 2016).

306 The corresponding QBO response of the zonal-mean temperature  is shown in Fig. 2. The T

307 QBO signal in extratropical  is marked by warm differences in the polar lower to middle T

308 stratosphere during Nov-Jan, and cold differences in the middle to upper stratosphereduring Feb-

309 Mar. At low latitudes, the QBO signal is marked by a vertical tripole structure in the tropics and a 

310 dipole pattern in the subtropics, which are associated with the QBO-MMC (Plumb and Bell, 1982). 

311 Similar to the QBO signals in  (Fig. 1e, f), these low-latitude QBO signals in  also persist u T

312 throughout the winter.

313 [[Insert Fig. 2 here]]
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314 Figs. 1e and 2a confirms that the HTE holds most robustly in early winter (e.g. Gray et al., 2004; 

315 2018; Lu et al., 2008; 2014; White et al., 2016). The late winter response however differs in 

316 significance and magnitude in comparison with previous studies. For instance, a weaker HTE in the 

317 lowermost stratosphere rather than a full sign reversal was obtained if pre-1979 data were included 

318 (see Figures 1e, f of Lu et al., 2014). Lu et al. (2014) found that a late-winter weakening or reversal 

319 of the HTE during 1977-1998 was associated with a distinctly stronger and/or wider polar vortex 

320 around Nov-Jan. 

321 Fig. 3 shows the eQBO and wQBO composites of the zonal-mean PV gradient  and the P

322 corresponding QBO composite differences during Nov-Jan and Feb-Mar. As expected, the 

323 climatological  is mostly positive during both eQBO and wQBO winters (Fig. 3a-d). Large values P

324 of  are found at low latitudes where RWs tend to be absorbed and near the westerly jets where P

325 RWs preferably propagate towards (Matsuno, 1970). In the extratropical NH, the most preferable 

326 route for the upward propagating PRWs is the polar vortex edge (i.e. grey dotted lines in Fig. 3e. f). 

327 In the subtropical to mid-latitude lower stratosphere, i.e. 25-60N, 350-550 K, RWs preferably 

328 propagate towards the equator; an effect that is most pronounced for SRWs (Karoly and Hoskins, 

329 1982). Relatively small values of  are found in the latitude band of 20-45N in the middle P

330 stratosphere where the surf zone is formed as a result of RWB (McIntyre and Palmer, 1983; 

331 Hitchman and Huesmann, 2007).

332 [[Insert Fig. 3 here]]

333 The extratropical QBO signal in   is dominated by negative differences at 55-75N, 450-1000 P

334 K during Nov-Jan and positive   differences at 55-75N, 1250-1500 K during Feb-Mar. This P

335 reversal of the QBO signal between early and late winter is largely due to a reduction of  in the P
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336 extratropical upper stratosphere under wQBO (Fig. 3d vs 3c). Reduction of  in these regions is P

337 most likely due to increased poleward RWB (Hitchman and Huesmann, 2007).

338 Positive QBO differences in  are found in the subtropical lower stratosphere near the eQBO-P

339 zero-wind line (Fig. 3e, f). These positive differences indicate enhanced PV gradients under eQBO 

340 and appear in both early and late winters. Similar effect can also been seen in the middle to upper 

341 stratosphereat 15-30N, ~850-1250 K during wQBO (Fig. 3c-d) but the magnitude is noticeably 

342 smaller than its lower-level counterparts under eQBO. In the QBO difference plots (Fig. 3e, f), 

343 these upper-level effects under wQBO is overpowered by those associated with eQBO. In the 

344 region of large baroclinicity at 20-40N, 400-550 K,  is larger during eQBO but smaller during P

345 wQBO. More positive  there under eQBO means that PRWs are able to propagate through the P

346 region into the middle to upper stratosphere.

347 Fig. 3 also shows that  near the equator becomes larger when the tropical winds are westerly P

348 but smaller when tropical winds are easterly. These QBO-related anomalies and those in the 

349 subtropical summer hemisphere are associated with barotropic instability of the subtropical easterly 

350 jet in the summer hemisphere, which occurs when the tropical winds are westerly (Hitchman et al., 

351 1987). The unstable RWs generated via barotropic instability is further amplified by inertial 

352 instability near the equator (O’Sullivan and Hitchman, 1992). Breaking of these unstable waves acts 

353 to sharpen PV gradients at the equator (Hitchman and Huesmann, 2007), thus the rather large values 

354 of  at 10S-10N (Fig. 3a-d). These low-latitude QBO-signals display little seasonal variation.P

355 We next examine RWB by showing the seasonal progression of the zonally-averaged frequency 

356 of the overturning PV gradient  during eQBO and wQBO winters and the associated QBO 

357 composite differences from November to March (Fig. 4).  is in general inversely proportional to

358 , thus, opposite in sign to those shown in Fig. 3. This inverse relationship is due to dynamics, i.e. P
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359 high PV gradients promote wave propagation (and hence less RWB) while mixing induced by RWB 

360 acts to smooth the background PV contours.

361 [[Insert Fig. 4 here]]

362 The key climatological features of  are marked by regions with infrequent overturning of PV 

363 contours near the westerly jet core (i.e. the dotted lines in the extratropics) and at the equator, 

364 separated by a region with relatively large values of  at 20-45N (Fig. 4a-j). This region with 

365 noticeably more frequent reversals of PV contours (~10-15 days per month) signifies the so-called 

366 “surf zone”. Frequent reversals of PV contours are also found in the subtropical summer 

367 stratosphere, reflecting barotropic instability of the subtropical easterly jet (Hitchman et al., 1987). 

368 The differences in RWB between the two QBO phases in the extratropical winter hemisphere 

369 can be best appreciated by examining the seasonal evolution of the surf zone alongside with the 

370 polar vortex. During eQBO winters (Fig. 4a-e), the mid-latitude surf zone is mostly upright at 400-

371 1000 K.  at high latitudes at 60-70N does not show strong seasonal variation from December 

372 through March either (Fig. 4b-e). Also,  typically takes values ranging between 8 to 10 days per 

373 months near the polar vortex edge, which is not much smaller than those found in the surf zone. Fig. 

374 4a-e thus suggests that RWB in the middle to upper stratosphereduring eQBO winters does not 

375 involve a gradual sharpening of PV gradients near the polar vortex edge.

376 In contrast, under wQBO, the surf zone in the middle to upper stratosphereis vertically connected 

377 with the surf zone in the lower stratosphere (Fig. 4f-j). The surf zone as a whole tilts equatorward 

378 with height in early winter (Fig. 4f-g), becomes upright in January (Fig. 4h), then tilts towards the 

379 North Pole in late winter (Fig. 4i-j). In addition,  near the polar vortex edge gradually increases 

380 from under 4 days per month in November to over 12 days per month in March (Fig. 4f-j). These 

381 results suggest that RWB-related mixing is confined to the surf zone in the early winter but 

382 gradually works its way poleward in late winter. Fig. 4k-o shows that a sign reversal of the  
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383 differences between the two QBO phases occurs around February, coinciding with the reversal of 

384 the HTE in the upper stratosphere in late winter (see Figs. 1f and 2b).

385 The QBO signal in the subtropical upper stratosphere of the NH is most strong in early winter 

386 (Fig. 4k-l). This is due to a northward and downward shift of the PRW absorption region during 

387 wQBO (Fig. 7b, e vs 7a, d). In November, the region with relatively large values of  is located at 

388 5-20N, 1000-1500 K during eQBO (Fig. 4a) but become more poleward and downward at 20-

389 40N, 850-1250 K under wQBO (Fig. 4f). The negative  differences centred at 25N, 1250 K 

390 persist from November to February due to more frequent RWB in the surf zone under wQBO (Fig. 

391 4k-o). The positive differences centred at 10N, 1500 K are paired with negative differences at 

392 centred at 5S, 1500 K, indicating a southward shift of the wave absorption during wQBO or 

393 northward shift of the wave absorption region during eQBO. These effects disappear since 

394 December, indicating that wave absorption at the low-latitude stratopause is affected by the QBO 

395 only in early winter. 

396 Negative QBO differences in  are also found in the lower stratosphere at 15-40N, 400-550 K, 

397 which show little evidence of poleward migration or seasonal variation (Fig. 4k-o). The positive  

398 differences in the subtropical summer hemisphere in Fig. 4k-o are associated with the barotropic 

399 instability of the easterly jet due to the relocated zero-wind line by the QBO (O’Sullivan and 

400 Hitchman, 1992; HH09).

401 To better understand the QBO modulation of RWB in the middle to upper stratosphere, Fig. 5 

402 shows scatterplots of PV gradient  vs  in the mid- to upper stratospheric surf zone, i.e. 25-P 

403 40N, 850-1250 K for 2-month over-lapping running averages from October to January. As we 

404 expect,  (i.e. the strength of the waveguide) and (i.e. the frequency of RWB) are anti-P 

405 correlated, which is consistent with the dissipative effect of RWB. However,  is noticeably larger 

406 under wQBO than eQBO for a given value of . Such enhancement is most strong in early winter P
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407 (i.e. Oct – Nov, Fig. 5a-b), during which the correlation between  and  is statistically  P

408 significant under wQBO (r = 0.71, p ≤ 0.05) but fails to pass the statistical test under eQBO (r = 

409 0.37, p = 0.23). These results confirm enhanced RWB under wQBO in the middle to upper 

410 stratospherewith strong mixing in the mid-latitude surf zone in early to middle winter.

411 [[Insert Fig. 5 here]]

412 3.2. Changes in wave mean-flow interaction

413 In this section, we examine the QBO modulation of wave-driving based on the EP fluxes and the 

414 density-weighted eddy PV fluxes .  Previous studies have suggested that the HTE involves 

415 changes in PRWs as well as SRWs (e.g. Garfinkel et al., 2012; White et al., 2016). To examine 

416 their relative contributions, the analysis of Fig. 6 is repeated but separately for zonal wavenumber 1 

417 (wave-1), zonal wavenumbers 2-3 (wave-2-3) and for zonal wavenumbers 5-10 (SRWs). These 

418 wave forcing analyses are performed for Nov-Dec and Feb-Mar, in order to highlight the early and 

419 late winter differences.    

420 Fig. 6a-b shows the early and late winter climatology of the EP fluxes (arrows) and the density-

421 weighted eddy PV flux  (contours); the latter is equivalent to the EP flux divergence
*ˆv̂ P 

422 . The climatology of PRW propagation throughout the winter stratosphere is marked 1( cos ) Fa    % %

423 by upward pointing and equatorward tilted EP flux vectors (see Fig. 3a-d).  is mostly negative 

424 (i.e. the converging EP fluxes) and centred at the polar vortex edge. The few small regions with 

425 positive  near the equator and on the poleward flank of the westerly jets indicate internal wave 

426 generation, most likely due to localized instability (e.g. Simmons and Hoskins, 1978).

427 [[Insert Fig. 6 here]]

428 The early winter QBO signal in  (Fig. 6c, coloured contours) is characterized by convergent 

429 EP flux anomalies at high-latitudes, i.e. negative  differences poleward of 50N and in the 
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430 subtropical lower stratosphere at 20-40N, 400-650 K. These  anomalies are accompanied by 

431 enhanced upward EP flux vectors north of ~55N and equatorward and poleward pointing EP flux 

432 vectors in the lower stratosphere. These EP flux anomalies indicate enhanced upward propagating 

433 and stronger wave forcing on the polar vortex, which is consistent with a weaker polar vortex in 

434 early winter during eQBO. Positive  differences that are of relatively smaller amplitude are found 

435 at 20-45N, 700-1250 K, where the mid- to upper stratospheric surf zone is located. The anomalous 

436 EP flux divergences there can be linked to RWB, which is enhanced during wQBO (Figs. 4 and 5).

437 In late winter, the wave forcing response at high-latitudes reverses the sign, i.e. larger values of 

438  near the polar vortex edge are found to associate with wQBO (Fig. 6d). The late-winter 

439 enhanced wave forcing under wQBO is again consistent with enhanced RWB in the middle to upper 

440 stratosphere; an effect that gradually expands from the surf zone into the high latitudes (see Fig. 4f-

441 j), corresponding to a weaker polar vortex during Feb-Mar during wQBO winters (Figs. 1f and 2b). 

442 In the subtropics, the QBO signal in  is marked by negative differences in the lower 

443 stratosphere and positive difference in the middle to upper stratosphere. These subtropical QBO 

444 signals are present in both early and late winter in association with the QBO-zero wind lines. These 

445 QBO signals are accompanied by enhanced equatorward or poleward EP flux vectors in response to 

446 more positive or negative  northward of the corresponding QBO-zero-wind lines (Fig. 3e, f).P

447 QBO modulation of wave forcing is separately into three bands of zonal wavenumbers and the 

448 Nov-Dec averages are shown in Fig. 7 while those for Feb-Mar averages are shown in Fig. 8. It is 

449 evident that the QBO modulation of  is dominated by PRWs while SRWs play a relatively minor 

450 role, except near the SWJ where the EP flux vectors are noticeably large. Several regions of positive 

451  are featured and include the effects from both PRWs and SRWs, implying that instability and/or 

452 nonlinear wave-wave interactions might be involved. The exact role of nonlinearity is however 

453 complex and cannot be properly studied using seasonal averages or the zonal mean fields. It is thus 

454 beyond the scope of this paper but will be a subject of future studies.
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455 [[Insert Figs. 7 and 8 here]]

456 Figs. 7 and 8 nevertheless suggests a complex interplay among wave-1, wave-2-3 and SRWs. In 

457 early winter, a weaker polar vortex during eQBO is largely due to enhanced wave-1 forcing in the 

458 middle to upper stratosphere (~700 K and above), where these waves are guided upward along the 

459 polar vortex edge (Fig. 7a-c). There is ~25% increase in wave-1 forcing during eQBO in 

460 comparison to those during wQBO. These upward wave-1 EP fluxes correspond to a northward 

461 shift of the critical line, thus consistent with the classic HT mechanism. The convergent differences 

462 of wave-2-3 in the lower stratosphere at 60-80N, 400-650 K also contribute to enhanced PRW 

463 forcing on the polar vortex. The convergent differences of wave-2-3 at 60-80N, 400-650 K are 

464 accompanied by anomalous equatorward and poleward pointing EP flux vectors and convergent 

465 differences in the subtropics (Fig. 7d-f), indicating enhanced RWB in the lower stratosphere under 

466 eQBO. 

467 Divergent differences of wave-2-3 are however found at 20-50N, 850-1250 K with meridional 

468 EP fluxes vectors that point equatorward and poleward near the surf zone (Fig. 7f). They are due to 

469 enhanced RWB during wQBO that is marked by more frequent overturning PV contours (Fig. 4f-g) 

470 and enhanced PV gradients near the polar vortex edge (Fig. 3c). Their magnitude is smaller than 

471 those associated with wave-1 under eQBO (1.8 m s-1 day-1 versus 2.8 ms-1 day-1). The downward 

472 pointing EP fluxes at 45-65N in the stratosphere indicate that upward propagating wave-2-3 is 

473 enhanced during wQBO in early winter.

474 SRWs are generated on the equatorward flank of the polar vortex and dissipate sideways in the 

475 middle to upper stratosphere at 700-1500 K during both eQBO and wQBO (Fig. 7g, h). This effect 

476 is significantly stronger and deeper in altitude during wQBO. The QBO signal there thus is marked 

477 by convergent differences at 35-45N and divergent differences near the zero-wind lines and at 55-

478 65N (Fig. 7i). 
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479 Using a single-layer barotropic model, Scott (2019) recently studied meridional wave transfer 

480 between two waveguides in the winter stratosphere. It was found that the latitudinal separation 

481 between the high- and low-latitude waveguides is effectively reduced locally due to finite amplitude 

482 wave disturbances. Also, nonlinear transfer of wave activity from wave-2 to SRWs is noticeably 

483 enhanced when the low-latitude waveguide is located in the winter hemisphere. Fig. 7d-i confirms 

484 that this nonlinear effect becomes stronger in the middle to upper stratosphere during wQBO 

485 winters when the zero-wind line there is shifted into the winter hemisphere.

486 In late winter, the convergent wave-1 differences remain but become more confined to the high 

487 latitudes at 65-85N, 350-1250 K (Fig. 8a-c). During eQBO, convergence of wave-1 is most strong 

488 in the upper stratosphere poleward 35N (Fig. 8a). During wQBO, the region with large negative  

489 becomes more centred at the polar vortex edge and extends downward in the lower stratosphere 

490 (Fig. 8b). The latitudinally alternating negative, positive and negative wave -1  differences are 

491 merely due to a poleward and downward shift of the region with largest wave-1 forcing during 

492 wQBO. 

493 The QBO signal in late winter wave-2-3 forcing is marked by the positive  differences on both 

494 flanks of the polar vortex at 20-55N, 850-1500 K and at 60-80N, 350-1000 K (Fig. 8f). The 

495 absolute values of  associated with wave-2-3 in these regions during wQBO is near twice as large 

496 as those under eQBO (Fig. 8e vs Fig. 8d). The positive differences in between are due to an 

497 equatorward shift of the region of wave-2-3 generation. The combined effect of wave-1 and wave-

498 2-3 leads to weaker (stronger) net PRW convergence in the extratropical winter stratosphere during 

499 eQBO (wQBO) (Fig. 6d). 

500 From Figs. 6-8, we conclude that enhanced upward propagating wave-1 and their absorption near 

501 the polar vortex in the middle to upper stratosphere play a dominant role in causing a weaker polar 

502 vortex under eQBO while convergent anomalies of wave-2-3 in the lower stratosphere contribute to 

503 an overall enhanced wave forcing. A build-up effect of RWB in the middle to upper stratosphere 
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504 that involves nonlinear meridional wave transfer and a gradual enhancement of wave-2-3 forcing on 

505 the flanks of the polar vortex edge is responsible for the late winter weakening of the polar vortex 

506 during wQBO. In addition to the differences in seasonal development and latitude/height locations, 

507 QBO modulation of wave absorption and/or RWB are wavenumber dependent. The vertical 

508 component of the EP fluxes Fz at 100 hPa alone is thus insufficient in explaining the HTE.

509 To further demonstrate the key difference between the two QBO phases in terms of the polar 

510 vortex response to wave driving, Fig. 9a shows scatter plots of Nov-Jan mean vertical component of 

511 the EP fluxes  in the lower stratosphere at 45-85N, 350-450 K and the zonal-mean wind  ( )F  u

512 averaged along the entire polar vortex edge at 45-75N, 450-1500 K averaged for the same months. 

513 It is evident that and are anti-correlated (r = 0.72, p < 0.05), consistent with the notion that ( )F  u

514 stronger wave forcing from the lower stratosphere leads to a weaker polar vortex. 

515 [[Insert Fig. 9 here]]

516 The cumulative effect of RWB can be appreciated by relating the strength of the polar vortex 

517 with the EP fluxes in an earlier period, which is shown in Fig. 9b. In this case,  is ( )F  ( )F 

518 averaged over Oct-Dec while  remains as the Nov-Jan average so that the upward wave fluxes in u

519 the lower stratosphere lead the zonal-mean zonal wind by one month. Without separating the data 

520 into eQBO and wQBO phases, and remain anti-correlated (r = 0.73, p < 0.05). Thus, as far ( )F  u

521 as the total wave forcing is concerned there is hardly any difference between Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b. 

522 However, differences become obvious if the correlations are examined separately for the two 

523 QBO phases. In Fig. 9a, the relationship between and  is stronger for the eQBO subgroup (r ( )F  u

524 = 0.85) than for the wQBO subgroup (r = 0.64), while for Fig. 9b, the opposite holds and the 

525 correlation becomes much stronger for wQBO (r = 0.83) but not statistically significant for eQBO 

526 (r = 0.46, p = 0.15). This suggests that the polar vortex response to the wave fluxes from below 

527 involves successive RWB events during wQBO winters in contrast to the within season response 
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528 dominates during eQBO winters. Weaker but similar responses can also be seen for the Feb-Mar 

529 averages (Fig. 9c-d). Also, larger values of  becomes to be associated with eQBO rather than u

530 wQBO. Such a reversal would become more pronounced if the extratropical  is avaraged above u

531 850 K (not shown).

532 3.3. Down-gradient eddy PV fluxes

533 RWB-related eddy PV fluxes are typically directed down the background PV gradients in the 

534 winter stratosphere (see Sec. 2.1). We expect this effect to be more pronounced in the surf zone 

535 under wQBO. In this section, we focus on the Nov-Jan period to demonstrate such an effect.

536 Fig. 10a shows the climatology of down-gradient eddy PV flux averaged over Nov-Jan when 

537 all wavenumbers are included. As expected,  is predominately negative in the extratropical winter 

538 stratosphere, except for a few small regions on the poleward flank of the tropospheric subtropical jet 

539 and in the polar stratosphere where either instability, nonlinear wave-wave interaction or upscaling 

540 of SRWs play a role (e.g. Birner et al., 2013). 

541 [[Insert Fig. 10 here]]

542 The corresponding QBO differences in are shown in Fig. 10b, c. The responses are averaged 

543 over the overlapping running two-month periods of Nov-Dec and Dec-Jan so that we can examine 

544 the transition of RWB. It is evident that the extratropical QBO signal in  is mostly confined to the 

545 vicinity of the polar vortex edge. During Nov-Dec, the QBO signal is characterized by negative 

546 differences on the poleward flank of the polar vortex and positive differences on its equatorward 

547 flank (Fig. 10b). The negative  differences poleward of 55N indicate enhanced down-gradient 

548 eddy PV fluxes during eQBO, corresponding to the enhanced wave-1 forcing in the same region 

549 (Fig. 7c). The positive  differences at 35-55N, 850-1500 K (Fig. 10b) are associated with 

550 enhanced RWB under wQBO, which is marked by enhanced over turning of the PV contours in the 

551 mid-latitude surf zone (Fig. 4k, l). 
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552 In Dec-Jan, the positive  differences intensify and extend downward into the lower stratosphere 

553 while those negative differences of at high latitudes disappear and are replaced by positive  

554 differences (Fig. 10c). Positive differences are also found in the subtropics and polar stratosphere, 

555 due to more wave activity being steered latitudinally towards both lower and higher latitudes during 

556 wQBO. The enhanced wave activity in extratropical winter stratosphere is however accompanied by 

557 a stable polar vortex (Fig. 1c). Such a combination typically occurs during the early stage of RWB 

558 (McIntyre, 1982). A further enhancement of on both flanks of the polar vortex can be obtained 

559 during wQBO in Feb-Mar averages if the analysis is restricted to the zonal wavenubers 2 to 3 (not 

560 shown), corresponding to a weaker than average polar vortex in late winter under wQBO (Fig. 1f). 

561 Enhanced wave activity is also found near the zero-wind line that is shifted into the NH and 

562 these low-latitude effects resemble those in Fig. 3e. These low-latitude effects are consistent with 

563 QBO modulation of wave reflection and/or meridional transfer of wave activity from low zonal 

564 wavenumber to higher zonal wavenumbers (Watson and Gray, 2014; Scott, 2019). 

565 3.4. The role of the QBO-MMC 

566  To understand how the QBO-MMC may be linked to the HTE, Fig. 11 shows meridional 

567 velocity  over the latitude-height cross section of 30S-40N and 400-1500 K during November v

568 for eQBO and wQBO averages and corresponding QBO differences. The QBO-MMC with its NH 

569 divisions is indicated by the blue arrows in Fig. 11a-b, which is aligned with the positions of the 

570 maxima and minima QBO-related differences below 1000 K (Fig. 11c). The northward v

571 circulation in the subtropical NH (i.e. 5-25N) is enhanced at ~600 K (50 hPa) under eQBO but at 

572 ~400 K (100 hPa) and ~850 K (10 hPa) under wQBO. The QBO-MMC is also asymmetric about 

573 the equator, being stronger in the winter hemisphere but weaker in the summer hemisphere. These 

574 features are consistent with both the theory and the observed QBO-MMC (Plumb and Bell, 1982; 

575 Kinnersley, 1999). Similar results can be obtained for other winter months (not shown).
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576 [[Insert Fig. 11 here]]

577 The QBO-MMC can be linked to the results presented in previous sections. Namely, PV 

578 gradients are found to be enhanced in the subtropical layers where the QBO-MMC is directed 

579 poleward (Figs. 3). RWs are also preferably guided equatorward in the same layers where the QBO-

580 MMC is directed poleward where PV gradients are enhanced (Fig. 6). These effects are found to be 

581 further accompanied by enhanced RWB in the same level because the equatorial propagating RWs 

582 would result in poleward wave reflection due to a northward shift of the zero-wind line at the same 

583 height region (Killworth and McIntyre, 1985; Watson and Gray, 2014). We thus suggest that the 

584 combined effect of the QBO-MMC and the zero-wind line is responsible for the enhanced RWB in 

585 the lower stratosphere during eQBO winters. In the context of the HTE, the RWB in the lower 

586 stratosphere involves the following positive feedbacks. Namely: the QBO-MMC-induced PV 

587 gradients  enhanced equatorward propagation of PRWs  stronger poleward wave reflection due 

588 to non-linear critical layer  more frequent generation and breaking of SRWs near the SWJ  

589 more positive PV gradients at 20-40N  more PRWs entering the stratosphere.

590 Our interpretation of the QBO-MMC in altering the waveguide and RW propagation in the 

591 subtropical lower stratosphere is in agreement with previous studies. For instance, Hitchman and 

592 Leovy (1986) analysed the daily mapped fields from the Nimbus 7 Limb Infrared Monitor of the 

593 Stratosphere (LIMS) for the period of October, 1978 to May, 1979 and found that meridional PV 

594 gradients are enhanced in a subtropical layer where the QBO-MMC was directed poleward. Using 

595 idealized model simulations in which the zonal winds in the equatorial lower stratosphere were 

596 constantly easterly, Norton (1994) found that PV gradients are enhanced on the equatorward flank 

597 of the surf zone with a poleward expansion of the affected region. It has also been found that the 

598 northward flow of the QBO-MMC at ~600 K (50 hPa) during eQBO winters interacts with PRWs 

599 whereby it contributes to an overall enhanced residual-mean meridional circulation in the 

600 extratropical lower stratosphere (Garfinkel et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2014; White et al., 2015). 
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601 Apart from the QBO-MMC, the largest QBO signal in  (up to 0.7 m s-1) is in fact found in v

602 the subtropical middle to upper stratosphere at ~850-1250 K where the cross-equatorial flow is 

603 climatologically strong (Fig. 11).  It shows that the northward flow is enhanced at the isentropic 

604 layers of 850-1250 K in the subtropical NH during wQBO but it is located near the equator and at 

605 higher altitudes at ~1500 K and above during eQBO (Fig. 11a, b). Thus, there is northward and 

606 downward shift of the region of critical-layer wave absorption during wQBO. 

607 The cross-equatorial flow near the stratopause is known to be most sensitive to wave driving of 

608 the winter stratosphere (Semeniuk and Shepherd, 2001). It is further affected by the semi-annual 

609 oscillation (SAO), a dominant feature in tropical upper stratosphere winds (Smith et al., 2017). An 

610 anomalous downward and poleward motion in the equatorial upper stratosphere appears when the 

611 SAO is in its westerly phase (wSAO) because the westerly SAO (wSAO) descends much faster than 

612 the average equatorial winds (Hitchman and Leovy, 1986). This wSAO-MMC in the NH is 

613 indicated by the purple circle with arrows in Fig. 11b. Although the wSAO is largely driven by 

614 Kelvin and gravity waves, it tends to have a larger amplitude and becomes more persistent when the 

615 lower stratospheric QBO is in its westerly phase (Smith et al., 2017). This coupling between the 

616 wQBO and wSAO is most pronounced in early winter around November (Smith et al., 2017).

617 In early winter, the northward flow of wQBO-MMC at ~850 K is complemented by the same 

618 effect at the isentropic layers of 1000-1250 K associated with the wSAO-MMC (Fig. 11b). Wave 

619 mean-flow interaction is enhanced at those isentropic layers where PV gradients in the subtropics 

620 are enhanced (Figs. 6c, 7f and 3c). As PRWs are preferably guided towards to equator at 850-1250 

621 K, the extratropical westerly winds above 1250 K would become less disturbed due to the reduced 

622 upward wave activity. The enhanced upper-level westerly winds would then result in further 

623 equatorward refraction of PRWs below at 850-1250 K because PRWs can only propagate through a 

624 region where the background flow is weakly westerly (≤ 50 m s-1) (Charney and Drazin 1961). We 

625 expect this feedback to be most pronounced in early winter because the radiative-driven upper-level 
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626 polar vortex is climatologically strong during the time (Andrew et al., 1987). Because the SAO in 

627 the upper stratosphere is typically in its westerly phase during September to November but switches 

628 to its easterly phase since mid- December. The contribution from the SAO-MMC is most 

629 pronounced in early winter. Together with the northward shifted zero-wind line there, RWB is 

630 enhanced in the middle to upper stratosphere during wQBO due to increased wave activity and the 

631 reduced meridional extent between the polar vortex and the zero-wind line (Scott, 2019).

632 4. Conclusions and Discussion

633 Motivated by the observed intra-seasonal dependence in the HTE, this tropical-extratropical 

634 connection is re-examined here by focusing on QBO modulation of RWB. Based on the NCEP-CFS 

635 reanalysis data sets in isentropic coordinates that covers the 1979 – 2017 period, we have studied 

636 QBO-related changes in RWB alongside with zonal-mean circulation, the QBO-MMC and wave-

637 number-dependent wave forcing on the mean flow. Our results suggest RWB is generally enhanced 

638 in the height region where the QBO zero-wind line is shifted into the NH. The height-levels where 

639 RWB is most enhanced appear to be linked to the poleward flow induced by the QBO-MMC and 

640 the SAO-MMC. The classic mechanism proposed for the HTE whereby QBO-induced changes in 

641 the total volume or width of stratospheric waveguide regulates the net wave forcing on the polar 

642 vortex nevertheless remains valid. It is further supplemented by additional effects that involve 

643 RWB: 1) the enhanced RWB and waveguide in the subtropical lower stratosphere during eQBO 

644 winters that allows more PRWs to enter the stratosphere; 2) a persistent and cumulative effect of 

645 RWB in the middle to upper stratosphere during wQBO winters. The latter is responsible for the 

646 observed intra-seasonal variation of the HTE. 

647 RWB acts to reshape the background waveguide and alter the structure of the waves via 

648 nonlinear wave transfer (Waugh and Dritschel, 1999; Scott, 2019). The characteristics of RWB and 

649 the polar vortex responses differ distinctly from eQBO and wQBO winters. Fig. 12 depicts a 

650 schematic diagram that highlights our key findings. During eQBO winters, an increase in upward 
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651 propagating wave-1 and the subsequent absorption by the background mean flow in the mid- to 

652 high latitudes play a predominant role in disturbing the polar vortex. RWB is also enhanced in the 

653 subtropical lower stratosphere where PV gradients are climatologically small (Fig. 12a, b). RWB 

654 acts to strengthen the background PV gradients, allowing more PRWs to enter the stratosphere at 

655 20-40N (Figs. 3a-b and 6c). Poleward refraction of PRWs from the RWB region also leads to 

656 enhanced EP flux convergence of wave-2-3 at high latitudes, further contributing to enhanced wave 

657 forcing on the polar vortex. These eQBO-related wave absorption and RWB anomalies involve very 

658 little seasonal variation. Thus, a SSW event, or a disturbed vortex, may occur at any point during 

659 the winter season.

660  [[Insert Fig. 12 here]]

661 During wQBO winters, RWB is enhanced in the middle to upper stratosphere and the effect is 

662 dominated by wave-2-3 (Figs. 12c, d and 7f, 8f). In early winter, RWB acts to sharpen PV gradients 

663 on the equatorial flank of the polar vortex while frequent overturning of PV contours occurs in the 

664 surf zone at 20-45N, 850-1000 K (Figs. 12c and 4c, e). The down-gradient wave activity into the 

665 surf zone is accompanied by reduced wave activity at high latitudes, thus a less disturbed polar 

666 vortex in early winter during wQBO (Fig. 12c). As the winter progresses, RWB gradually “erodes” 

667 the polar vortex and the surf zone expands poleward. The poleward confinement of wave activity 

668 tightens PV gradients at the vortex edge, weakening the polar vortex (Fig. 12d). Thus, SSWs are 

669 more likely to occur in late winter during wQBO winters as it requires "pre-conditioning" by 

670 successive RWB events. Because its effect on the polar vortex switches from reinforcement to 

671 disturbance around February, examining the HTE solely based on mid-winter averages can be 

672 somehow misleading. 

673 According to idealized model simulations, RWB is intrinsically nonlinear and sensitive to both 

674 background flow and the structure of wave forcing from below (Waugh and Dritschel, 1999; 

675 Polvani and Saravanan, 2000; Scott and Dritschel, 2005; Scott, 2019). Given the relatively short 
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676 period under consideration (i.e. 1979-2017), uncertainties are expected in the reported QBO signal 

677 especially the magnitude and the timing of late winter reversal. The QBO signals may also liaise 

678 with other processes, including solar forcing, snow cover and ENSO. For instance, El Nino events 

679 occurred more often when the QBO was in its westerly phase in recent decades; this may partially 

680 contributed to a weaker-than-expected ENSO effect on the stratospheric polar vortex (Domeisen et 

681 al., 2019). Likewise, such an alias may alter the seasonal development of RWB and the polar vortex 

682 responses to the QBO, manifesting by the observed decadal or multi-decadal variation of the HTE 

683 (Gray et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2008; 2014). 

684 Considerable progress has been made in reproducing the QBO itself in more comprehensive 

685 climate models recently via improved parametrization of small-scale waves with increased vertical 

686 resolution (Geller et al., 2016, Butchart et al., 2018). But replicating the HTE with the observed 

687 strength remains a challenge (Garfinkel et al., 2018). A faithful reproduction of the HTE in model 

688 simulations may require good representations of both the QBO in the lower to middle stratosphere 

689 and the SAO in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere, which remains a challenge due to the 

690 difficulties of resolving/parameterizing the small-scale gravity waves associating with tropical 

691 convection (Geller et al., 2016; Osprey et al., 2018). 
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878 Figure Captions:
879 Fig. 1. (a, b): Zonal-mean zonal wind  during Nov-Jan and Feb-Mar for eQBO winter averages. Solid and u

880 dashed contours represent positive and negative winds with a contour interval of 5 m s-1. The zero-wind line 

881 is marked by the thick-black line. (c, d): same as (a, b) except for wQBO winters. (e, f): corresponding QBO 

882 composite differences (eQBOwQBO) with red and blue shadings representing westerly and easterly 

883 anomalies The thick solid and dashed lines near the equator indicate the zero-wind lines for wQBO and 

884 eQBO, respectively. The average location of the polar vortex edge is indicated by the dotted lines in (e, f). 

885 The cross-hatchings specify statistical significance at 95% levels.

886 Fig. 2. Climatology (lined contours with 5K interval) and corresponding QBO composite differences 

887 (eQBOwQBO) of the zonal-mean temperature  during Nov-Jan (a) and Feb-Mar (b). T

888 Fig. 3. (a-d): Same as Fig. 1(a-d) except for zonal-mean meridional PV gradient  with a contour interval of P

889 0.25 x 10-5 K m kg-1 s-1. Following Lait (1994),  is multiplied by  to account for its P
9/2( / 350) 

890 exponential increase with height. (e,f): corresponding QBO composite difference (eQBOwQBO) of P

891 (colour shaded) with climatological  (grey contours). The eQBO and wQBO zero-wind lines (i.e. thick P

892 solid and dashed lines near the equator) and the average location of the polar vortex edge (grey dotted line) 

893 are shown. The cross-hatchings indicate statistical significance at 95% levels. 

894 Fig. 4. (a-e): seasonal march (November to March) of the frequency of daily reversal of meridional PV 

895 gradients  (in days per month) for eQBO winter mean. The contour interval is 2-days. (f-j): same as (a-e) 

896 except for wQBO mean. Regions with large values of  are shaded in dark-grey to highlight the surf zone. 

897 (k-o): corresponding QBO composite differences (eQBOwQBO) of  (colour shaded) with climatology 

898 (grey contours). QBO zero-wind lines (solid and dashed lines) and the average location of the polar vortex 

899 edge (dotted lines) are added for location references.

900  Fig. 5. (a): scatter plots between the October to November averaged zonal-mean frequency of daily reversal 

901 of meridional PV gradients  and the corresponding meridional PV gradient  at 20-45N, 850-1250 K,  P

902 where  the surf zone is formed climatologically. Red stars and blue triangles indicate eQBO and wQBO 

903 winters while open grey circles indicate neutral winters.  (b, c):  same as (a) except for November to 

904 December and December to January averages. Note that  is scaled by for consistency.P
9/2( / 350) 

905 Fig. 6. (a, b): Climatology of the November to December and Feb-Mar averaged EP fluxes (arrows) and the 

906 eddy PV fluxes   (in m s-1 day-1) (contours). The EP fluxes have been scaled to account for their rapid 

907 decrease of magnitudes with height and to make the magnitudes of  and  comparable for better ( )F  ( )F 

908 visualisation. All the contour lines, the thick solid and dotted lines are the same as Fig. 1. (c, d): 
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909 corresponding QBO composite differences (eQBOwQBO). Climatological  (grey contours), QBO zero-u

910 wind lines (eQBO solid and wQBO dashed lines) and the average location of the polar vortex edge (grey 

911 dotted lines) are added for location references.

912 Fig. 7.  (a-c):  November to December averaged wave-1 EP fluxes (arrows) and the eddy PV fluxes   (in m 

913 s-1 day-1) (contours) for eQBO, wQBO and their differences (eQBOwQBO) with climatological  (grey u

914 contours), QBO zero-wind lines (solid and dashed lines) and the polar vortex edge (dotted lines) added in the 

915 background. (d-f): same as (a-c) except wave-2-3. (g-i): same as (a-c) except wave-5-10. The cross-hatchings 

916 indicate statistical significance at 95% levels.

917 Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 except for Feb-Mar averages.

918 Fig. 9. Scatter plot between the vertical component of the EP fluxes averaged at 45-85N, 350-( )F 

919 450 K and the zonal-mean wind  averaged at 45-75N, 450-1500 K. (a): both and  are u ( )F  u

920 Nov-Jan averages. (b): is averaged over Oct-Dec while  is averaged over Nov-Jan. Red stars ( )F  u

921 and blue triangles indicate eQBO and wQBO winters while open grey circles indicate neutral winters.  (c): 

922 both and  are Feb-Mar averages. (d): is averaged over Jan-Feb while  is averaged over ( )F  u ( )F  u

923 Feb-Mar.

924 Fig. 10 (a): Climatology of the Nov-Jan averaged down-gradient eddy PV flux  (in K2 m4 kg-2 s-3), where 

925  is multiplied by to be able to readily see features across the full altitude range. (b, c): QBO  18/2( / 350) 

926 composite difference (eQBOwQBO) averaged for Nov-Dec and Dec-Jan. Climatological  (grey u

927 contours), QBO zero-wind lines (solid and dashed lines) and the average location of the polar vortex edge 

928 (dotted lines) are plotted for location references.

929 Fig. 11. (a, b): Climatology of the November averaged zonal-mean meridional velocity  (in m s-1) under v

930 eQBO and wQBO conditions, displayed in the latitudes between 30S to 40N. The thick solid line indicates 

931 The blue arrows indicate the QBO-MMC. The purple semi-circle indicate westerly SAO that is 0.v 

932 typically enhanced under wQBO. (c): corresponding QBO composite differences (eQBOwQBO) (coloured) 

933 with climatological (contours). The cross-hatchings specify statistical significance at 95% levels.v

934 Fig. 12. Schematic diagram showing the key features of RWB during eQBO (a, b) and wQBO (c, d) 

935 and in early (a, c) and late (b, d) winters. Regions of RWB are indicated red-solid upward pointing 

936 arrows with meridional dotted-wiggled arrows above. The thick-solid upward wiggling arrows that 

937 extend from the lower stratosphere into upper stratosphere indicate enhanced upward wave 

938 propagation and absorption. The thick northward pointing blue arrows indicate the PRW-driven 

939 cross-equatorial flow. See text for detailed explanations. 
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Fig. 1. (a,b): Zonal-mean zonal wind u  during Nov-Jan and Feb-Mar for eQBO winter averages. Solid and 1 

dashed contours represent positive and negative winds with a contour interval of 5 m s-1. The zero-wind line 2 

is marked by the thick-black line. (c,d): same as (a,b) except for wQBO winters. (e,f): corresponding QBO 3 

composite differences (eQBOwQBO) with red and blue shadings representing westerly and easterly 4 

anomalies The thick solid and dashed lines near the equator indicate the zero-wind lines for wQBO and 5 

eQBO, respectively. The average location of the polar vortex edge is indicated by the dotted lines. The cross-6 

hatchings specify statistical significance at 95% levels. 7 
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Fig. 2. Climatology (lined contours with 5K interval) and corresponding QBO composite differences 1 

(eQBOwQBO) of the zonal-mean temperature T  during November to January (a) and February to March 2 

(b).  3 
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Fig. 3. (a-d): Same as Fig. 1(a-d) except for zonal-mean meridional PV gradient P  with a contour interval of 1 

0.25 x 10-5 K m kg-1 s-1. Following Lait (1994), P  is multiplied by 
9/2( / 350) 

 to account for its 2 

exponential increase with height. (e,f): corresponding QBO composite difference (eQBOwQBO) of P3 

(colour shaded) with climatological P  (grey contours). The eQBO and wQBO zero-wind lines (i.e. thick 4 

solid and dashed lines near the equator) and the average location of the polar vortex edge (grey dotted line) 5 

are shown. The cross-hatchings indicate statistical significance at 95% levels.  6 
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Fig. 5. (a): scatter plots between the October to November averaged zonal-mean frequency of daily reversal 1 

of meridional PV gradients   and the corresponding meridional PV gradient P  at 20-45N, 850-1250 K, 2 

where  the surf zone is formed climatologically. Red stars and blue triangles indicate eQBO and wQBO 3 

winters while open grey circles indicate neutral winters.  (b, c):  same as (a) except for November to 4 

December and December to January averages. Note that P  is scaled by
9/2( / 350) 

for consistency. 5 

(a)     ON (b)     ND (c)    DJ
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Fig. 6. (a, b): Climatology of the November to December and Feb-Mar averaged EP fluxes (arrows) and the 1 

eddy PV fluxes   (in m s-1 day-1) (contours). The EP fluxes have been scaled to account for their rapid 2 

decrease of magnitudes with height and to make the magnitudes of 
( )F 

 and 
( )F 

 comparable for better 3 

visualisation. All the contour lines, the thick solid and dotted lines are the same as Fig. 1. (c, d): 4 

corresponding QBO composite differences (eQBOwQBO). Climatological u  (grey contours), QBO zero-5 

wind lines (eQBO solid and wQBO dashed lines) and the average location of the polar vortex edge (grey 6 

dotted lines) are added for location references. 7 
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(a)
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Fig. 7.  (a-c):  November to December averaged wave-1 EP fluxes (arrows) and the eddy PV fluxes   (in m 1 

s-1 day-1) (contours) for eQBO, wQBO and their differences (eQBOwQBO) with climatological u  (grey 2 

contours), QBO zero-wind lines (solid and dashed lines) and the polar vortex edge (dotted lines) added in the 3 

background. (d-f): same as (a-c) except wave-2-3. (g-i): same as (a-c) except wave-5-10. The cross-hatchings 4 

indicate statistical significance at 95% levels. 5 
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 except for Feb-Mar averages. 1 
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Fig. 9. Scatter plot between the vertical component of the EP fluxes ( )F  averaged at 45-85N, 350-1 

450 K and the zonal-mean wind u  averaged at 45-75N, 450-1500 K. (a): both ( )F  and u  are 2 

Nov-Jan averages. (b): ( )F  is averaged over Oct-Dec while u  is averaged over Nov-Jan. Red stars 3 

and blue triangles indicate eQBO and wQBO winters while open grey circles indicate neutral winters.  (c): 4 

both ( )F  and u  are Feb-Mar averages. (d): 
( )F  is averaged over Jan-Feb while u  is averaged over 5 

Feb-Mar. 6 
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Fig. 10 (a): Climatology of the Nov-Jan averaged down-gradient eddy PV flux   (in K2 m4 kg-2 s-3), where 1 

  is multiplied by 
18/2

( / 350)


to be able to readily see features across the full altitude range. (b, c): QBO 2 

composite difference (eQBOwQBO) averaged for Nov-Dec and Dec-Jan. Climatological u  (grey 3 

contours), QBO zero-wind lines (solid and dashed lines) and the average location of the polar vortex edge 4 

(dotted lines) are plotted for location references. 5 
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Fig. 12. Schematic diagram showing the key features of RWB during eQBO (a, b) and wQBO (c, d) 1 

and in early (a, c) and late (b, d) winters. Regions of RWB are indicated red-solid upward pointing 2 

arrows with meridional dotted-wiggled arrows above. The thick-solid upward wiggling arrows that 3 

extend from the lower stratosphere into upper stratosphere indicate enhanced upward wave 4 

propagation and absorption. The thick northward pointing blue arrows indicate the PRW-driven 5 

cross-equatorial flow. See text for detailed explanations.  6 
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